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Loyalty and authenticity

’It’s expressive. It’s who you are. It’s definitely important’.
– Eleanor, a metal fan interviewed in 2014 emphasizes the importance of 
jacket-making.

’They should represent your life. And in this case my life 
in bands. Like the bike jackets. You only get a patch if
you’ve done something to get it […] you have to earn
them by being there and getting it and saying ’I was there
and here’s the proof!’ And that’s how I treat this jacket’’.
- Pete, a metal fan interviewed in 2014
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Metalhead communities

’No sub-genre divisions seem to impair an overwhelming sense of community of all
metalheads’ 

- Anna Baka, The Forming of a Metalhead, 2015

’Invoking a reference group enables certain individuals to emphasise their insider
status as members of an esoteric, subterranean scene through self-exclusion from a 
larger category of uninitiated ”outsiders” ’. 

- David Muggleton, Beyond Subculture: The Postmodern Meaning of Style, 2000
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The battle jacket as material expression of loyalty

Battle jacket making event organised by @coventrymetalheads Jacket discussion and making posts by @battlejacketslondon



Battle Jacket Map, collage on paper, 59 x 84 cm, 2015.



Heraldic tunic from the house of Orange-Nassau, 
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Jez, Sonisphere Festival, UK, 2014.



Selling out? The co-opting of loyalty

Guardian article by Kim Kelly, 25 March 2015Embroidered jackets by KTZ referencing 
customised battle jackets with altered band logos 
(SS2013)
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